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By applying a general procedure for analyzing a correlation coefficient 
into components, the lens model equation is extended to a) analyze the effects 
of different types of variation and b) analyze the relations between judgmental 
systems that are not based on the same set of cues. 

The lens model equation [Hursch, Hammond, and Hursch, 1964; Tucker. 
19641 expresses the correlation between two variables as the sum of a linear 
and a nonlinear component. The linear component reflects that part of the 
correlation which can be explained by the linear relation between the variables 
and a set of mediating variables, and the nonlinear component reflects the 
part of the correlation which cannot be accounted for by the linear component. 
The lens model equation is important in the study of human judgment 
in that it allows achievement (the correlation between a person’s judgments 
and an environmental criterion) and agreement (the correlation between 
two persons’ judgments) to be partitioned into components. In this context, 
the mediating variables are the cues in a judgment task and the components 
show the effects of subjects’ utilization of cues on achievement and agreement. 

Application of the lens model equation to studies of judgment has led 
to improved analyses of learning [Deane, Hammond, and Summers, 1972; 
Hammond and Summers, 19721, interpersonal conflict [Hammond and 
Brehmer, 19731 and interpersonal learning [Earle, 19731. Dudycha and 
Naylor [ 19661 and Castellan [1973] have examined the implications of the 
lens model equation in detail. An alternative formulation has been proposed 
by Rozeboom [1972], and Castellan [1972] has generalized the lens model 
equation to multiple judgments and criteria. 

While current formulations of the lens model equation have been useful, 
they lead to a type of partitioning of the correlation coeficient which may 
be inappropriate in certain circumstances. For example, the investigator 
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wanting to study particular nonlinear relations between cues and judgments 
is forced to (a) pool them with the linear relat,ions or (b) pool them with 
error. A superior method would be to partition the correlation into com- 
ponents for linear, nonlinear and residual variation. To take another example, 
suppose that an investigator wished to analyze the agreement between the 
judgments of individuals who have access to different information (cues) 
about the same cases. Such an analysis would be very awkward undcr the 
restrictions of the current lens model equations. Current trends toward 
problem-oriented judgment research in which conditions cannot be controlled 
suggest the need for a more general and flexible form of the lens model 
equation. 

This paper presents a general procedure for partitioning a correlation 
which is based on particular partitionings of variables. The general procedure 
can be used by an investigator to develop a “lens model equation” which 
is appropriate for analyzing achievement or agreement, in a given situation. 
The procedure is used to derive two formulations which should be particularly 
useful in judgment research. Specifically, formulations are presented that can 
deal explicitly with qualitatively different types of variation or covariation, 
e.q., linear, curvilinear, and configural, and that can be applied even when 
judgments are based on different sets of cues. 

Components of a Correlation 

When each of two variables is partitioned into components, the co- 
variance of the two variables can be expressed as the sum of the covariances 
of their components. Different ways of partitioning the variables lead to 
different partitions of the covariance, and hence different partitionings of the 
correlation coefficient. Specific types of partitionings of the variables lead 
to particularly useful components of the correlation. 

Let Y, be an n X 1 column vector of n sample observations on the 
random variable Y ,  , and let Y, be an n X 1 column vector of observations 
on the random variable Y ,  . Let W be an n X p matrix of n observations 
on the random vector (W, , . . , W,), and let V be an n X q matrix of n 
observations on the random vector (V, , * . . , V,). Let J2, be a p X 1 column 
vector of ones and Ja be a q X 1 column vector of ones. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that 

&(Y,) = &(Y,) = &(W,) = &(VJ = 0, (i = 1, * * .  p ; j  = 1, , q>, 

and let 

(1) Y, = WJ, and Y, = V J , .  
Then, 

(2) ( T ~ , ~ ,  = G(Y,Y,) = &(J,’W’VJ,) = J,’E(W’V)J, = Jp’I:wvJa 2 
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where 

(3) Z w v  = &(W’V) = 

The vectors Jp and J, serve to  sum all the elements of B w v  . The elements 
of the Zlvv matrix are the covariances of every W ,  with every V i  . Each 
element of Z w v  is a component of the covariance (or correlation in the case 
of standardized variables) between Y ,  and Y ,  . 

The formulation represented by (2) and (3) can be 
simplified if certain elements of I; w v  can be shown to be zero. For simplicity 
and ease of interpretation, i t  is often desirable for the off-diagonal elements 
of Z w v  to be zero. This will be the case for certain definitions of the random 
variables W ,  and V, . 

Let W, be an n X 1 vector of observations on W ,  , ie., the ith column 
of W, and let V, be the jth column of V. Let A, and A, be n X n matrices 
of weights. Then, sufficient, conditions for the sample estimates of the off- 
diagonal values of Z w v  to be identically 0 are: 

Simplification. 

I. p = q  

11. W, = A,Y1 
111. V, = A,Y, 
IV. (i) A, is idempotent for all i (ie., A,A, = A,) 

(ii) A,A, = 0; i # j 
(iii) x,=lp A, = I (I is an n X n identity matrix) 

for i = 1, 2, . .. , p 

for j = 1, 2, . . , q 

If (iii) holds then either (i) or (ii) implies the other [see Graybill, 1969, 
pp. 342-346 for proof]. If these conditions hold, then sample observations 
of the components of Y ,  are mutually orthogonal, as are sample observations 
of the components of Y ,  [Cmmer, 1946, pp. 116-1181. If the sample is suffi- 
ciently large, relative to the population, then the off-diagonal elements of 
Zwv , which are population values, will be zero. Problems of sampling vari- 
ability and estimation are not treated in this paper. It is assumed that popula- 
tion data are available or that the sample is so large that estimation is exact. 
Use of the procedures described in this paper with small samples should be 
avoided. 

If, for a particular set of components, the off-diagonal values of ZWV 
are zero, then further simplification may be obtained by finding alternative 
expressions for the diagonal terms. In  this regard the following formula will 
be helpful. 

(4) uw.vj = uw,v,cw,uv, * 
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Summary 
The steps for deriving the components of a covariance are as follows. 

1. Partition both variables into components. 
2. Express the covariance between the variables as the sum of the covariances 

3. Identify covariances which are always zero (use conditions I-IV). 
4. Express remaining covariance terms in a useful form, e.g., by using (4). 

If a partitioning of the correlation coefficient is desired, all terms should 
be divided by uy,uy, . 
Example: Two-Component Formulation 

Let p = q = 2, let X be an n X m matrix of n observations on m cue 
variables (XI , . . .  , X,,), and let 0, and 0, be m X 1 vectors of regression 
weights. Assume that all variables are scaled to have zero means. Let 

of the components. 

(5) w, = P, = xg, = x(x'x)-'x'Y,, 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

w, = 2, = Y, - P, = Y, - x(x'x)-lxfY, , 
v, = 9, = XB, = x(x'x)-lxfY, , 

v, = 2, = Y, - 9, = Y, - x(x'x)-'x'Y, , 
and 

where 
weights el and 0,. 

and @, are least squares estimates of the vectors of regression 

Then 

(9) 

(10) 

Y, = 9, + 21 1 

Y, = 9, + 2 2  t 

and 9, is a vector containing the least squares estimates of the sample 
observations Y, . 

Furthermore, 

(11) U Y , Y 1  = OP1P, + UP,Z,  + Uz191 + f l Z I Z 1  ; 

or, alternatively, 

(12) uYIy1 = Jz 'XJz 

where 

uzx9* %lz, 
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To show that, in the sample, the estimates of the off-diagonal elements 
of X = 0 we define 

(13) A, = X(X'X)-'X', 

and 

(14) A, I - X(X'X)-'X'. 

A, and A, are idempotent and they sum to I. By substitution into (5-8)) 

(15) W, = A1Y1 ) W, AzYi ) 

and 

V, = AlY, , V, = AZY, . 
Thus, the conditions for the off-diagonal elements of X being zero are satisfied. 
Therefore, 

(16) a Y I Y 2  = aP,P ,  + (TZZZZ 
Applying (4) yields 

(17) a P , P z  = PY,Y~'JP,QP, i 

and 

(18) 
Therefore 

(19) UY,Y, = PP,P,aPxaPz + P Z X Z Z ~ Z 1 ~ Z 1  * 

To obtain a partitioning of the correla6ion coefficient, divide all terms 
in (19) by uy,uy, to yield 

= GRIRz + C d m d F Z )  

which is the formulation introduced by Tucker [1964] where 
G is the correlation between 8, and 8, . 
R, is the correlation between P, and Y ,  ) i .e.,  the multiple correlation. 
C is the correlation between 2, and 2, . 

Analyzing the Efects of Dij'erent Sets of Variables 
Let 

x = [Xu,  I X w l  = [Xl 1 * * *  ) x, I x,+1 ) . . . 9 Xml, 

where X(l)  denotes an n X s matrix of observations on cue variables 
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(XI , . . . , X,), and X,,) denotes an  n X (m - s) matrix of observations 
on the set of variables (X,,,  , . . . , X n J .  

The method described above will be used to derive equations which 
analyze the correlation between two variables into components for the 
separate contributions of X(l) and X(,) . 

Formulation 1 : Ordered 
This formulation is called “ordered” because the variance of Y, and Y, 

that  is accounted for by X(,) is extracted first, and then the variance ac- 
counted for by X,,, is extracted from the residuals. Unless X,,) is orthogonal 
to X(,) , the results obtained by this procedure will be different from the 
results obtained by extracting X(2) variance first. 

Define: P, , the least squares prediction of Y 1  based on a linear combina- 

Y ,  , the least squares prediction of Y, based on the columns of 

Z, = Y ,  - Y ,  the residual from the regression of Y, on X. 
P, = Y l  - P, the contribution to prediction of X(z) over and 

tion of the columns of X(I) . 

the adjoined matrix X = [X( , )  I X(z)]. 

above the contribution of X(,) . 
9, , Y l  , Z, and 8, are the corresponding vectors of sample observations. 

The estimates of the vector of linear regression weights for predicting 
P, , Y, , T, , 2, , 9, , Y2 , P, and Z, are similarly defined for Y, . 

Yl  from X, , )  and X, respectively, are 

(21) @ Y , X ( * )  = ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ’ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ - 1 ~ ~ , ~ ’ ~ 1  I 

and 

@Y,X = (x’X)-‘x’Y, . 
Similar definitions hold for @y,x,,, and &71x . It is then true that 

(23) Y, = 91 + 81 + 21 = P, + (Yl - 9,) + (Y, - Y1) 

= X ( 1 ) @ Y L X ( > )  + (XBYZX - X(l)@YIXJ + (Yl - X@Y,X> 

= (&I) ’ X , J ’  X( H’Yl 

+ [x(x’x)-‘X’Yl - x ( l ) ( x ~ l ~ ’ x l ~ - l x ~ , ~ ’ ~ ~ l  

+ [Y, - x(x’x)-’X’Y,]. 

If we define 

(24) 
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and 

(26) A3 = I - X(X'X)-' X', 
then, by substituting from (24-26) into (23), 

(27) Yi = AiYi + AzY, + ASYi - 
Similarly, 

(28) 
Clearly A, + A, + A, = I, and i t  can be shown that the A, are idempotent 

and orthogonal [see Graybill, 1969, p. 3451. 
Therefore, the conditions for the sample estimates of the off-diagonal 

elements of B being zero are met, and, assuming the estimates are exact, 
we have 

Y2 = P2 + Pz + Z2 = A,Yz + A,Y2 + A3YZ 

(29) 

and 

Applying (4) again yields 

(31) U F , F ,  = PF,F,UD*UY, 7 

= G*R1,R12 + TZ/R12 - RllzZ/R: - R,,' 

+ C * d 1 d R , 2 2 / 1 - - .  
The formal definitions of G*, T and C* should be obvious from the equations. 
R,, is the multiple correlation between X(,) and Y ,  . R,, is the multiple 
correlation between X(,) and Y ,  . R,  and Rz are the corresponding multiple 
correlations for X. 
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The three terms in this equation may be interpreted as the components 
of the correlation between Y ,  and Y ,  , due to (a) the linear relation bet>ween 
the X(,) variables and Y ,  and Y ,  , (b) the additional contribution of linear 
relations between the X(z)  variables and Y ,  and Y ,  , and (c) shared variation 
not linearly related to Xtl)  or X,,) . 

There are two situations in which this formulation can be useful in 
judgment research. In one situation, the X matrix contains the cue variables 
which were the basis for S’s judgments, and the investigator wishes to 
separate the effects of different subsets of the X variables on agreement or 
achievement. For example, t8he effects of the use of “medical history” variables 
could be separated from the effects of “current symptoms” variables in 
studies of a physician’s diagnostic judgments. The formulation might also 
be useful if some of the cue variables represented “hard” data while others 
represented “soft” data, or if some cue variables were based on valid informa- 
tion while others were based on invalid or irrelevant information, 

The second situation in which the equation can be useful occurs when 
the original cue variables are in X(,) , and the investigator wishes to examine 
the effects of additional variables which are transformations on the original 
cue variables. This is the case when nonlinear relations between original cues 
and judgments are investigated within the regression analysis framework. 
The procedure is to add variables to the analysis which are nonlinear functions 
of the original variables. Equation (35) permits an analysis of the contribu- 
tion of the nonlinear functions to achievement or agreement. 

A number of investigators have identified nonlinear relations between 
cues and an individual’s judgments [e.g. ,  Einhorn, 1970; Goldberg, 1971; 
Slovic, 1969; Hoffman, Slovic and Rorer, 1968; Anderson, 19701. Evidence 
for the existence and importance of nonlinear judgment patterns in individuals 
is increasing as useful nonlinear judgment models are discovered through 
the application of sophisticated analytic techniques. But there has been no 
corresponding development of techniques for analyzing the unique contribu- 
tion of nonlinearity to the relation between two peoples’ judgments or an 
individual’s judgments and a task. Since the distinction between linear and 
nonlinear variance is important, techniques are needed for identifying specific 
nonlinear variance and analyzing its effect. Equation (35) represents a step 
in that direction. 

Data from Balke, Hammond, and h/Ieyer [1973] 
will be used to illustrate the use of the ordered formulation to separate the 
effects of linear and nonlinear relations between cues and judgments. As part 
of their study of labor-management negotiation, Balke et al. asked union 
negotiators to predict the judgments of management negotiators. The judg- 
ments were ratings of the acceptability of labor contracts. Each contract 
was described by four characteristics (cues) : duration of contract in years, 
percent of striking workers recalled, percent of wage increase, and number 
of machine operators. 

Numerical example. 
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For this example, the judgments of one management negotiator con- 
stitute one variable (Y l )  and one union negotiator’s predictions of manage- 
ment’s judgments constitute the other variable (Yz) .  The matrix X(l)  is a 
25 X 4 matrix, consisting of values of the four characteristics for 25 contracts 
which were judged. (More than 25 judgments may be required to obtain 
stable parameters in an actual application.) X,,) was formed by first comput- 
ing the mean of each column of X(l)  , subtracting the column mean from 
every element in each column and squaring the result. That is, the X(z) 
variables are the squared deviations from the mean of the X(*) variables. 
The use of squared deviations from the mean in X(z) was suggested by plots 
of cues vs. judgments which could be fitted well by parabolas. Preliminary 
analyses showed that the addition of the four squared-deviation terms as 
predictors did in fact result in a significant increase in the multiple correlation. 

For purposes of this example, the data were analyzed in three ways. 
First, the component of the correlation due to X(z) was pooled with 

nonlinear variance in the second term of the two-component formulation. 
This illustrates the application of the two-component formulation with only 
the columns of X(l)  included specifically as mediating variables. 

Second, the component of the correlation due to X(2) was pooled with 
linear variance in the first term of the two-component formulation. This 
was accomplislzed by applying the two-component formulation, using the 
adjoined matrix X = [X(,) I X(z)]. 

Third, the component of the correlation due to the addition of the X(z)  
variables was analyzed separately by means of the ordered formulation 
derived above. 

The results of the application of the three methods are presented in 
Table 1. Each analysis has useful properties, but only the third shows pre- 

TABLE 1 
Three ways to handle known nonlinear variance 

Y 1  = Management’s judgments 
Y z  = Union’s prediction of management’s judgments 

1. Pool with nonlinear variance 
py,y, = G R11 Rlz + C 4- d m  

.50 = .51 (.69) (.72) + .48 (.72) (.69) 
.26 + .24 - - 

2. Pool with linear variance 
py,y, = G R1 RZ + C* 4-d- 

.50 = .60 (.94) (.79) + .26 (.33) (.62) 
.45 + .05 - - 

3. Include spec@ term for known nonlinearity 
py.y. = G R~~ R~~ + T ~ / R ~ Z  - ~~~z ~ R ~ Z  - R ~ ~ Z  + c* dFT7 di=iG 

.50 = .51 (.69) (.72) + .94 (.64) (.31) + .26 (.33) (.62) 
- - .26 + .19 + .05 
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cisely what part of the correlation can be attributed to the X(z) variables. 
In order for the union negotiator to accurately predict management’s judg- 
ments, he must maximize both G* and T and __-- match the relative importance 
of the two sets of variables (Rll and d R , 2  - Rl12) while maximizing his 
consistency (R:). 

Formulation 2: Sgmmetric 
This formulation is presented briefly to show how an alternative parti- 

tioning of Y, and Y z  in terms of X(,) and X(z) leads to another alternative 
formulation for the components of correlation. 

All definitions are the same as in the previous section. In  addition, let 
I’ be the prediction of Y obtained by regressing Y on X(z) , let Y = Y - f 
be the contribution of X(l) over and above the effects of X(z) , and let P = 

Y - k - be the part of Y accounted for by both X(l) and X(z) . If X(,) 
and X,,) are uncorrelated, then 7 will be zero. If X(l) and X(z) are inter- 
correlated, the P may be non-zero. The partitionings of Y, and Y, are then 
given as follows: 

(36) Y, = Y ,  + Y 1  + 8, + Z, = A,Yl + AzY1 + A3Y1 + A J ,  , 
(37) Yz = 9 2  + v z  + Pz + Zz = AIYz + AzYz + A3Yz + A+Yz , 

(40) A, = X(X’X)-’X’ - X(l)(X(I)’X(I))-lX(l)’, 
and 

(41) A, = I - X(X’X)-lX’ 
The A’s sum to I and it can be shown that they are idempotent and 

orthogonal. Therefore, 

(42) 

and 

UY*Yn = a;,;, + W , F 2  + Ws,F ,  + az,z. = p;,;,a;,ar, 

+ pF,F,aF,at ,  + P F , f , a F , ~ F ,  + P Z * Z P Z r Q Z 1  7 

(43) 

= P ; , ; , ~ / R ~ ~  - R , : ~ R ;  - R,; 
+ P F , F , ~ R ~ ~ ~  + R,~’ - RWR,; + R,: - R~~ 
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where RZz is the multiple corrclation between X,,) and Y, . This unwieldy 
equation expresses P ~ , ~ ,  as a sum of components due to  variance accounted 
for only by X(,) , variance accounted for equally well by X,,) or X,,, , variance 
accounted for only by X(2) , and variance not accounted for by X,,, and X(z,  . 

This formulation would be useful when the investigator does not wish 
to  assign primary importance to either X,,, or X(*) variables. The sccond 
term is an "overlap" term, which indicates the proportion of covariation 
that can be accounted for in more than one way. Two factors will influence 
the size of this overlap term. One is the redundancy between X(,) and X,2,  , 
and the other is the relation between Y, , Y, and the mediating variables. 

As was the case with Formulation 1, Formulation 2 can be used in two 
situations: (a) when X contains the original cue variables which are parti- 
tioned into homogeneous subsets X,,, and X,,, , and (b) when X,,, contains 
the original cue variables which are augmented by a new set of variables 
X,,, . The relations between Formulations 1 and 2 and the two-component 
formulation depend upon which case is under consideration. Figure 1 illu- 
strates the relations among the two-component formulation and the present 
Formulations 1 and 2 in both situations. The schematic representations in 
Figure 2 consist of overlapping circles representing the variance of a variable 
Y and mediating variables X,,, and X,z ,  . The shaded areas within the circle 
representing Y indicate the partitionings of the Y variance which are the 
basis for each formulation. 

Extensions for dealing with the effects of three or more sets of variables 
X(l)  , X,,, , X,,, are straightforward, although in the case of Formulation 2, 

&O -COMPONENT FOt?MULAT/ON 

+ 
COMPONENT DUE TO RESIDUAL 

G R, R 2  
- 

COMPONENT DUE TO X pY, y2 - 

\ 
COMPONENT UNIQUELY COMPONENT DUE 

TO RESIDUAL 

FORMUL A TION I I\ 
pr, r2 = GBR,,R,, + T m l m 2  + C " f l :  f l$ 

COMPONENT DUE 
DUE TO XQ) 

fiRMU.AT/O/V 27 * \  \ \ 
pyly2= p 7 ? z m t m 2 +  &f ./-./-% + T J m l  Jmz+ C * m :  a$ 

COMPONENT UNIOUELY COMPONENT DUE TO SHARED COMPONENT UNIQUELY COMPONENT DUE 
DUE TO Xlo VARIATION IN TI,AND X:(21 DUE TO Xlzl TO RESIDUAL 

FIGURE l(a) 
Relation between Formulations 1 and 2 and the two-component formulation whenxcontains 

the original cues and is partitioned into homogeneous subsets of cues in X(I)  and X(2). 
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TWO - COMPONENT FORMU A ~ O N  

G RII RIZ + 
COMPONENT DUE TO COMPONENT DUE TO RESIDUAL pyly* - 

PYIY, - G*Rll R I Z  + T m l m Z  + c * J ; l ? ; ; e a  
COMPONENT DUE TO X(I) COMPONENT DUE TO ADDI- COMPONENT WE 

TIONAL VARIATION AC- TO RESIDUAL 
COUNTED FOR BY X , l l )  

I I  FORMU A JION 2 

TO RESIDUAL DUE TO XI*, 

/ \  
Pyre= P 7 $ z m ~ m z +  bT e - q  + T J m f ,  Jmi2+ CEmf mt 

COMPONENT UNIOUELY COMPONENT DUE TO SHARED COMPONENT UNIWELY COMPONENT DUE 
DUE TO Xcl) VARIATION IN X(rllAND X((Z, 

FIQURE l(b) 
Relation between Formulations 1 and 2 and the two-component formulation when X(I)  

contains the original cues and X(2) contains additional variables. 

the number of terms will increase rapidly as the number of sets of variables 
increases. 

Systems Based on Di$erent Analyzing Variables 
Suppose that variables Y, and Y, represent two persons’ judgments. 

Suppose further that it is known that the two people have access to different 
sets of cues describing the set of objects judged. Alternatively, suppose that 
the judgments are based on quantitative variables whose values are them- 
selves a matter for judgment, and that the two people differ on those basic 
judgments. In either case, judgments are based on different sets of variables. 
It is desirable to analyze the agreement between judges in terms of the 
mediating variables while making explicit the effects of the differing cues 
used. One way of doing this would be to pool the two sets of variables and 
use the pooled set, as a basis for partitionings in the formulations above. 
This procedure is likely to result in a large number of mediating variables, 
possible multicolinearity and therefore unstable regression parameters and 
misleading results. A more appropriate procedure would be to take advantage 
of prior knowledge about which variables influence each judgment, and 
develop a formulation which separates the effects of different cue variables 
from the effects of different linear relations between the cue variables and 
the judgment weighting systems. Such a procedure is described below. 
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Let X(l, and X,,, be matrices of observations on two sets of cue variables, 
as defined above. The partitionings of Y, and Y, are defined as follows: 

(44) Y, = 91 + 21 = X(1,Bl + 21 7 

TWO - COMPON€NT FORMUL AT/ON 
VARIANCE 

ACCOUNTED 
VARIANCE 

NACCOUNTED 
FOR QY X 

VARl 
ACCO 
FOR 

ACCOUNTED 
FOR BY X p )  

FORMULA T/ON 2 
VARIANCE 

ACCOUNTED 

CCOUNTED FOR 
ONLY BY X(2) VARIANCE 

ACCOUNTED 
FOR BY X(1)OR X(2) 

FIGURE 2(a) 
Schematic representation of the partitionings of the variance of Y 1 and Y 2 which are 

the basis for the two-component formulation and Formulations 1 and 2 when X contains 
the original cue variables and is partitioned into homogeneous subgroups X(1) and X(z). 
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and 

(45) 

(46) 

y2 = p2 + z2 = x& + z, , 
where 6, and Oz are estimates of the least squares regression weights. Then 

TWO-COMPONENT fORMULAT/ON 
VARIANCE 

FORMUL AT/ON f 

FORMULA77ON 2 

FIGURE 2(b) 
Schematic representation of the partitionings of the variance of Y1 and Y Z  which are 

the basis for the two-component formulation and Formulations 1 and 2 when X(1) contains 
the original cue variables and X(Z) contains additional variables. 
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and 5y,y, is the sum of the four elements of X. I n  this case, it cannot in 
general be proven that the off-diagonal elements are zero (unless X(,) and 
X(2) are identical). Therefore, the off-diagonal elements can provide a check 
on the formulation. If they are not near zero, then one must conclude that 
the partitioning of Y, or Y, , and therefore the partitioning of the covariance, 
is inappropriate because residuals for one set of judgments covary with a 
set of cues which, a priori, were deemed inappropriate for that judgment. 
If, for example, a substantial covariance is found between I', and 2, , then 
the investigator must question his hypothesis that Y, is based only on the 
cue values contained in X(,, , and must examine the possibility that some 
of the variables in X,,) also belong in X,,) . In  the following discussion it 
will be assumed that these off-diagonal elements are small enough to be 
ignored. (A test for this assumption would be desirable but is not presently 
available. Development of such a test should be a goal of future work.) 
Under this assumption, then 

5Y,Y, = 5F,9 ,  + az,z, - (47) 

An alternative formulation is obtained by applying (4): 

(45) 

and 

UY,Y, = P P , F Z c F , 5 Y ,  + P Z I Z 2 ~ Z I ~ Z Z  1 

where G, C, R,  and R2 are defined as in the previous two-component formula- 
tion, except that the regression equations for Y, and Y2 involve different sets 
of independent variables. Thus, an equation analogous to the standard 
two-component formulation may hold (approximately) even whcn Y, and Y2 
are related to different cues. This formulation can provide the answer to 
several potentially interesting questions. The appropriate questions depend 
on the relation between X,,, and X(2) . The columns of X,,, and X(,) may 
overlap in content (some of thc variables purport to  measure the same thing), 
overlap in actual values (some of the columns of X(,, and X(,) are identical) 
or may not overlap a t  all. Techniques for answering the appropriate questions 
are given for these three cases below. 

Case I: No overlap beiween X(,, and X(2, . When X(,) and X(z,  are wholly 
different sets of variables which describe the same set of objects, then the 
following question might be asked: What is the maximum correlation between 
a linear combination of the X(,) variables and a linear combination of the 
X(2) variables? This question is answered by the largest canonical correlation 
between variables X(,) and X(z, . 
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If, for example, two judges evaluated a set of objects based on wholly 
different cues, then an equation such as (49) could be constructed expressing 
their agreement, p I ‘ I y .  , as a sum of linear and nonlinear components. It 
would be reasonable to ask what is the maximum agreement that the two 
judges could achieve by changing their linear weighting system without 
changing R, , R, or C. This question is answered by substituting the canonical 
correlation for G and computing a new value for p y ,  y. . The difference between 
this new value of p y I y ,  and the actual value is a measure of the amount of 
disagreement due to linear weighting systems. 

In some cases it may be possible to pair 
variables in X(l) with variables in X(,) that are similar in interpretation. 
This would be the case if two judges, A and B ,  first rated a set of objects 
on several explicitly defined scales and then made an overall rating or evalua- 
tion. The overall rating by each judge could then be modeled in terms of 
his own ratings on the several dimensions. 

In this case it would still be reasonable to determine the maximum 
agreement possible as in Case I. It would also be reasonable to ask the 
following question: Suppose R1 , R, , C, and the linear weighting systems 
of the two judges do not change, but that A makes his overall judgment 
based on the ratings of B,  rather than on his own ratings. What would be 
the extent of agreement then? To answer this question it is useful to have 
the following formula for G: 

Case I I :  Overlapping content. 

where Zll  , Zzz , and Z12 are the variance-covariance matrices for t.he variables 
( X ,  , . . .  , X, ) ,  (X,,, , .. .  , X,,,), and ( X ,  , ... , X , )  vs. (X,,, , , X A ,  
respectively. By dividing the numerator and denominator of the expression 
on the right by uy,uy2 the following result is obtained: 

where Rl, , R,, and R,, are the correlation matrices corresponding to the 
variance-covariance matrices X l l  , ZZz , 

A new value of G can be computed by substituting R,, (or an appropriate 
portion of it) for R,, and R,, in the above formula. A new value of p Y l y ,  
can be computed using the revised G. The difference between this new value 
and the actual value of p y I y ,  is a measure of disagreement due to the effects 
of different values of corresponding cue variables. Note that there are two 
such indices-one obtained by substituting A’s cue values for B, and the 
other obtained by substituting B’s cue values for A .  They will not be the same. 

. 
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It could also be asked what the level of agreement would be if the only 
change was that B’s weighting system was proportional to A’s. The amount 
of agreement under these conditions is computed by substituting el for e2 
in the formula for G. A new p y l Y z  is computed based on this new value of G. 
The difference between this new p y I y ,  and the original value of p y l y 2  is a 
measure of the amount of disagreement due to different weighting systems. 
As in the case of cue values, there are two such indices. Furthermore, a new 
p y l y z  can be computed based on any set of weights substituted for and 0% , 
just as any set of intercorrelations can be substituted for R,, , R,, and R,, . 

It is important to note also that the effects due to weighting systems 
and the effects due to disagreement on cue values are not additive, i.e., one 
cannot sum the effects of weighting systems and cue values to obtain the 
amount of agreement that would result if cue values were identical and 
weighting systems were optimal. This value is obtained by substituting a 
value of 1.0 for G. 

Case 111: Overlapping values. It is possible that two judgments may have 
some information in common, but not all. In this case, some of the columns 
of X,,) will be identical to columns of X(,) . The maximum G in this case 
will necessarily be 1.0, but it is still reasonable to ask the same questions 
as above with respect to the nonoverlapping variables, some of which may 
share common interpretations. The answers to these questions are obtained 
by the application of the same techniques described above to the non- 
overlapping variables. 

Discussion 
The lens model equations analyze the correlation between two variables 

in terms of several mediating variables. The equations developed by Hursch, 
Hammond, and Hursch [1964] and Tucker [1964] can be applied when both 
variables are related to the same set of mediating variables and all mediating 
variables can be treated as a single group. The equations developed in this 
paper can be used when the variables are not related to the same set of 
mediating variables or the variables are classified into distinctly different 
types and the effect of each type is to be analyzed separately. Since the 
present method frees the investigator from the restriction that each variable 
must be related to a single set of mediating variables, it permits the in- 
vestigator to find the best prediction equation for each variable and then apply 
the appropriate formulation to analyze the correlation between variables. 

The application of the lens model equations in judgment research will 
typically require two steps. 

First, a model will be constructed for each of the variables to be compared. 
The model will be constructed by multiple regression procedures and will 
include, as independent variables, a set of mediating variables and perhaps 
nonlinear functions of those mediating variables. The exploration of non- 
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linear functions in modeling judgments must be approached with caution 
because such models often provide minimal improvement in predictability 
and do not cross-validate [Slovic and Lichtenstein, 19731. If the investigator 
includes interactions among variables in the model, then he must consider 
the possibility of monotonic rescaling of the judgment which may remove the 
interaction [Rogartz and Wackwitz, 1970, 19711. If the judgment is rescaled, 
then the rescaled judgments should be used as variables in the lens model 
analysis. Theory, prior knowledge about the circumstances in which the 
judgments were made, plots of the data, and statistical tests should guide 
the model building process for each variable. The investigator need not be 
restricted to using the sa,me set of independent variables in the model for 
each variable. 

Second, after each variable has been satisfactorily modeled, a method is 
selected for the analysis of the correlation between the variables. As in the 
numerical example presented in this paper, more than one method may be 
used as an aid to interpretation. By a suitable selection of variables for the 
X ( l )  and X(,) matrices, several different partitionings of the variance may 
be obtained for comparison. 

It is possible that difficulties of interpretation will arise with Formulation 
1 when variables in X ( l )  are correlated with the variables in X,,, . In  this 
case, T reflects the correlation between the components of Y ,  and Y ,  not 
accounted for by X(,) but accounted for by X(,) . The T coefficient will be 
affected by the interrelations between X(l ,  and X(,, as well as the relation 
between Y ,  and Y ,  . In  the limiting case, when X(l ,  accounts for all of the 
reliable variation in X,,, , T will be completely spurious. For this reason, 
it would be desirable to select X(l ,  and X(,, to be as nearly independent 
as possible. 

Other problems of interpretation may arise when X(z, contains nonlinear 
functions of X(,) variables. Placing a variable in X,,, and a nonlinear function 
of the same variable in X,,, may prove to be an artificial separation of variance 
which can make interpretation very difficult. This is likely to be the case 
when the nonlinear function is highly correlated with the original variable, 
as when squares, cubes, or products of variables are used. In  such cases 
it would be advisable to treat the variable as if its relation with the judgment 
was entirely nonlinear, by omit,ting the original variable or including both 
the variable and its nonlinear function in X(,, . Then T will reflect agreement 
with regard to variables used in a wholly or partially nonlinear way and 
G will reflect agreement with respect to the use of variables used in a strictly 
linear fashion. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that the statistical properties of the 
parameters fit by these methods are unknown. The relations described in 
this paper hold exactly when population values of the parameters are avail- 
able. When sample estimates of population parameters must be used, the 
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relations will not be exact in the population. Further work is needed to 
determine optimal estimates of parameters of lens model equations and 
provide guidelines for inference. In  any event, cross validation procedures 
should always be employed when the parameters of lens model equations 
must be estimated. It is especially important to  cross-validate when the 
more complex’procedures described in this paper are used. 
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